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INTRODUCTION
FRENCH LAW ON THE CORPORATE DUTY OF VIGILANCE FOR PARENT
AND INSTRUCTING COMPANIES (Summary)
The French law on the corporate duty of vigilance for parent and instructing companies was adopted on
27 March 2017. Pursuant to this law, leading French companies are required to establish and implement a
vigilance plan designed to identify and prevent severe impacts on human rights, the health and safety of
persons and the environment. The activities covered by the plan are those of the company, the subsidiaries that
it controls and the subcontractors and suppliers with whom there is an established commercial relationship.
analysis and prioritisation of risks; (ii) processes for regularly assessing the situation of the subsidiaries,
impacts; (iv) an alert mechanism [mécanismes d’alerte et de recueil des signalements]; and (v) a system for
together with the company’s stakeholders.
The plan must be made public in companies’ annual management reports, starting with the report covering
covering 2017, published in 2018). In subsequent years, an annual summary describing implementation of
the plan must also be published.

* https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/loi/2017/3/27/2017-399/jo/texte

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to highlight the initial trends showing how businesses apply the French law
on the corporate duty of vigilance and to identify any challenges they may face, in order to assist them as
they develop their approaches.
The study is based on an analysis of the initial plans published in companies’ registration documents* and
on the experience and feedback of the authors: EDH (Entreprises pour les droits de l’homme - Businesses
for human rights), an association that helps French businesses formalise and implement the human
companies with their CSR approach. B&L Evolution contributed to the environmental section of this study.
From a methodological point of view, the authors only examined the registration document chapters
the registration document, even when it was substantively linked to the vigilance plans.
The authors stress the fact that this is a new practice for the companies and that they were given only a
short time within which to draft their vigilance plans. They also draw attention to the fact that this year’s
publication of the plan concerns only the plan itself and does not yet address its operational implementation.
April 2018, i.e., 64 registration documents (the list of companies is provided as an appendix hereto). In these 64 registration documents,
It will be updated as necessary after the publication of other vigilance plans (estimated to be from 150 to 200 companies in total).
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
Ĕ Companies are aware of the new regulatory requirements and have incorporated them into their
in line with the various steps of the law).
Ĕ Most of the vigilance plans are the fruit of a collaborative approach within the companies, which is more
often than not coordinated by CSR or sustainable development departments. Certain companies have
already had the plan validated at the highest levels of the company and have presented it to stakeholders.
Ĕ The adoption of the law has resulted in the development of new practices in addition to existing
approaches already in place. The law in fact provided an opportunity for businesses to examine and
in the vigilance plan and began taking action. In 2018 they will be able to enhance certain aspects of
Ĕ The initial actions by companies concern approaches to managing supplier relations. Most companies
Ĕ As companies make progress in developing their approaches, the most detailed measures of the vigilance

Ĕ In most cases, the alert mechanisms are based on existing ethics alert procedures, which may or may
these mechanisms to external individuals as a challenge.
Ĕ Concerning approaches related to managing supplier relations, the vast majority of companies
establishing a new mapping procedure) as part of applying the law on the corporate duty of vigilance.
The main criteria used to identify at-risk suppliers involve geographic location and the suppliers’
business activity. For most of the companies, the risk mappings are currently being drawn up. For the
time being, companies’ risk management responses still fall within the scope of existing responsible
procurement approaches.
Ĕ Concerning approaches related to human rights and the environment, companies rely more extensively
on existing procedures to identify challenges, and on global policies already in place. The challenges
they mention are often general and so far only a few companies have provided information on risk
Ĕ For human rights, the main issues companies mention are the fundamental rights of employees (prohibition
of forced and child labour, trade union freedom and non-discrimination) and to a lesser degree the
impacts on local communities. The risk management responses often involve global, group-wide
Some companies have developed targeted, operational responses and have already integrated human
rights into their internal processes (new project assessment, for example).
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ĕ For the environment, the main risks mapped across all sectors are soil, air and water pollution, threats
to biodiversity and waste management. Half of all companies reviewed are developing global CSR
responses to these risks (internal audits, responsible procurement clauses, etc.) with the primary
objective being to monitor supplier and subcontractor practices. Around 20 companies have already

IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to interpret and apply the law on the corporate duty of vigilance, companies may refer to international
CSR standards (UN, OECD) and the related application guides, which in many cases they have already
undertaken to comply with. The French law is a legal transposition of the principles contained in these
standards, which were referred to repeatedly during the preparatory and parliamentary work on the law. They

Formalising and overseeing the approach:
ï Coordinating the various divisions/subsidiaries impacted by the measures included in the vigilance
plan in order to ensure the broadest possible implementation.
ï
the vigilance plan, both internally and throughout the value chain.
ï Sending a strong signal of support for the approach at the highest levels of the company.
ï Identifying the relevant stakeholders as regards the company’s areas of vigilance (at the corporate and
operational levels) and involving them in the vigilance approach.
ï Incorporating the vigilance plan into the company’s overall corporate responsibility approach.
ï
rolled out internally, and reporting on its progress.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Identifying and managing risks (internal activities and value chain):
ï Identifying the risk of adverse impacts on individuals and the environment as opposed to risks for the

ï
management actions and justify choices.
ï Deploying risk mapping as close to the ground as possible to ensure that the issues, which are by nature
operational, are fully taken into account.
ï
ï Identifying the risks and assessing them on a regular basis as regards the company’s existing business
activities/incorporating risk analysis for new business activities as early as possible.
ï Taking a targeted approach to training and awareness building among employees and even business
partners.

Alert mechanisms:
ï Outlining the various regulatory requirements related to the duty of vigilance and the French Sapin II Law.
ï
mechanism.
ï Ensuring that the alert mechanism is easy for all company stakeholders to use and if necessary adding
other mechanisms to complete it.

Public reporting:
ï
ï Providing evidence of the vigilance plan’s credibility to external stakeholders by listing the measures
included in the plan, the challenges faced by the company and the choices it has made; setting goals
and developing indicators in order to report on progress.
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I. FORM OF VIGILANCE PLANS
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Summary:
Ĕ Most of the companies impacted by the law have chosen to respond with a stand-alone chapter in the
plan.
Ĕ In almost all cases, the vigilance plan is outlined in the chapters regarding social and environmental
information and, to a lesser extent, in the sections regarding risk factors for the businesses.

Comments:
Ĕ
in the registration documents. In view of the topics that are covered and based on existing approaches,
most companies included the plan in the CSR section.
Ĕ
statement containing a description of their vigilance approach, which may refer to the vigilance plan*.

ï Challenge concerning how the various disclosure requirements are developed, especially
since there is no overlap in the information required by the texts.

mentioned in the vigilance plan (…)”.
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II. DRAFTING THE VIGILANCE PLAN
OVERSIGHT AND GOVERNANCE OF THE VIGILANCE PLAN
Summary:
Ĕ
are usually in charge of overseeing the approach within companies.

PILOTAGE ET GOUVERNANCE DU PLAN DE
VIGILANCE

Ĕ Around half of the companies refer to the creation of an inter-department working group or committee
to develop or monitor the vigilance plan.

Departments involved in working groups
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Ĕ These working groups are largely comprised of departments having ownership of the areas of vigilance
covered by the plan, the procurement, legal or compliance departments and the risk, audit or internal
control departments.
Ĕ One in seven companies refers to the involvement of business lines or operational divisions in the
composition of these working groups.

02/07/18

12

Comments:
Ĕ In view of the challenges addressed by the vigilance plan (human rights, health and safety of persons
and the environment), its ambit (internal activities and supplier and subcontractor practices) and the
and implementing the plan.

ï In-house challenge to coordinate the various functions to ensure they have a common
understanding of the plan’s objectives and the resources for its implementation and to foster
a global, coordinated and cross-functional approach within the company.
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II. DRAFTING THE VIGILANCE PLAN

OVERSIGHT AND GOVERNANCE OF THE VIGILANCE PLAN
Ĕ
for it, the risks that the company seeks to identify and control are necessarily operational in nature. The
vigilance plan and the processes it sets out must therefore be rolled out at the relevant operational
level within the company.

ï Challenge for the parent company to involve the operating divisions, business lines and
WYFWMHMEVMIW SVEXPIEWXXLSWIGSRWMHIVIHXSƸS[RƹXLIVMWOWEWIEVP]EWTSWWMFPIMRHIǻRMRK
operational implementation measures within the approach.

PILOTAGE ET GOUVERNANCE DU PLAN DE
VIGILANCE
Involvement of governance
senior management
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Synthèse :
1/5Summary:
des entreprises mentionnent explicitement l’approbation du plan et/ou le suivi de sa mise en œuvre
au plus haut niveau de l’entreprise.
Ĕ

the highest: levels of the company.
Commentaires

Le portage de la démarche au plus haut niveau par la société-mère donne un signal fort auprès des
collaborateurs
chargés d’appliquer le plan de vigilance et permet un déploiement plus aisé à tous les
Comments:
niveaux de l’entreprise. De plus il pourra apporter des garanties de crédibilité de la démarche auprès
Havingprenantes
the approach
validated
at the highest
levelsd’une
of the
parent companyexplicite
sends a des
strong
signal to
desĔparties
externes
de l’entreprise.
Il s’agit
recommandation
référentiels
the
employees
responsible
for
enforcing
the
vigilance
plan
and
makes
it
easier
to
roll
it
out
at
all
levels
internationaux,
guides utiles pour les entreprises dans l’interprétation et l’application de la loi.
of the company. It may also reinforce the credibility of the approach among the company’s external
02/07/18

14
companies
when it comes to interpreting and applying the law.

ï Challenge regarding validation at the highest levels of the company, to send a strong signal
of support for the approach to internal and external stakeholders.
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II. DRAFTING THE VIGILANCE PLAN

ENGAGING WITH STAKEHOLDERS
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Synthèse :
En
2017, peu d’entreprises mentionnent avoir présenté leur plan à leurs parties prenantes. Lorsque cela
Summary:
a été fait, il s’agissait de comités de représentants du personnel ou des comités de parties prenantes
Ĕ In 2017,
very few
thatentreprises.
they have presented
their planavec
to stakeholders.
Where this
externes
réguliers
déjàcompanies
formalisésstated
dans les
Cette association
les parties prenantes
est
has been
it has
been to employee
representative
bodies
external stakeholder
committees
mentionnée
dedone,
manière
mentionne
explicite pour
l’année 2018
par 1orentreprise
sur 5.
that have already been established by the companies. Engaging with stakeholders in 2018 is explicitly

Commentaires :

Si la loi n’est pas impérative sur ce point, les entreprises sont conscientes de l’importance d’associer les
parties
prenantes à ce processus, une fois leurs démarches complètement formalisées.
Comments:

d’identification
des parties
prenantes
à un
double
niveau : formalised,
au niveau
Ĕ enjeu
Although
the law is not mandatory
on this
point, oncepertinentes
their approaches
have
been completely

corporate
pourarel’élaboration
et le suiviofglobal
dustakeholders
plan de vigilance,
mais aussi au niveau
companies
aware of the importance
involving
in this process.
opérationnel pour la gestion des enjeux et des risques identifiés.
02/07/18 ï

Challenge
to identify relevant stakeholders at two levels: at the corporate level to draft
15
ERHKIRIVEPP]QSRMXSVXLIZMKMPERGITPERERHEXXLISTIVEXMSREPPIZIPXSQEREKIMHIRXMǻIH
challenges and risks.

ENJEU d’association des parties prenantes :
Double niveau : formalisation du plan au niveau global / au niveau opérationnel pour gérer les enjeux spécifiques
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III. CONTENTS OF THE VIGILANCE PLAN
FORMALISING THE VIGILANCE PLAN
Summary:
Ĕ
commitments in the areas of CSR, health and safety, ethics, etc. The law is often presented as an
opportunity to update and enhance these actions, in particular as regards approaches related to
managing supplier relations.
Ĕ In most cases the vigilance plan is presented as a response to the law. It seems to remain close to the
legal framework (repeating the exact wording of the law, such as “established commercial relationships”,
“severe impacts”, etc.).
Ĕ More than a th
Ĕ In practice, this often means more detailed descriptions of risk mapping and more global responses*.
or about measurement and monitoring mechanisms.
More in-depth analyses of the risk mappings and the management of these risks are outlined in the sections on approaches to
*managing
supplier relations and human rights and environmental approaches.

Comments:
Ĕ The large companies impacted by the law naturally already had ethics or social responsibility approaches
in place to identify and manage the risks posed by their business activities to individuals and the
part of such approaches. Some companies choose not to refer to the vigilance plan as being part of
their overall approach; other companies present it separately and consider it to be a more restricted
part of these approaches.
Ĕ In the interests of legal protection, it may understandably appear preferable to implement a robust process
used as leverage to improve the overall corporate responsibility approach in the long-term. Vigilance
approaches in large companies take time. They are implemented gradually as part of a continuous
with a medium- to long-term vision.
Ĕ Furthermore, strict compliance with the French law does not allow the company to address the
requirements of international standards and the expectations of stakeholders (including investors and
customers) or to manage all of the risks related to its human rights and environmental challenges.

ï Challenge: Ensure that the vigilance plan is part of broader corporate responsibility approaches.
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III. CONTENTS
OF THE VIGILANCE PLAN
FOCUS SUR LES DISPOSITIFS
D’ALERTE
+#"0

FOCUS ON ALERT MECHANISMS
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Summary:
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Ĕ In over half of companies, the alert mechanisms are linked to existing ethics alert procedures. One third
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of companies intend to set up a new mechanism or revisit the existing one. One quarter of companies
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explicit reference to how their alert mechanism addresses the requirements of the Sapin II Law.
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Ĕ Almost half of the companies mention that the mechanism is available to individuals outside the com7$8"#013-:%"#8#297#57-8#81#2:322#296=#0#"-8538-:'#893=>#79=@5#78322#8
pany or that they plan to make it available in 2018.
#@9#72#80N#297#57-8##96=N-0#8957%>="#0N3=>7-7#2][\cL
Ĕ A small minority of companies explain in their vigilance plan how the mechanism works and how
2#5#:9#1-237-9%"N#297#57-8#8"%9-00#"280#=7502"#>-+-02
#I0#'32 :322#1#29"=
information is communicated to potential users.
"-8538-:'3=0'!32"329-0#89 311=2-6=%=@539#2:#08=:0-89#=78L

Comments:
02/07/18

19

Ĕ The alert mechanisms presented are often based on ethics procedures already existing within the
companies, which have been updated or are in the process of being revised (in particular to take into
account the new requirements of the Sapin II Law).
ï Challenge: Articulating the various regulatory requirements related (from collection to
treatment).
Ĕ Some companies raise the question of opening the mechanism up to individuals outside the company.
is to prevent severe impacts on people and the environment, it makes sense that the alert mechanism
should be available to individuals both inside and outside the company. This interpretation also complies
with international CSR standards.
Ĕ Very often companies mention that the mechanism exists, but do not give any details on how it works
communicated to the individuals who are likely to use it and provide the necessary guarantees for

be taken into account.

ï Challenge: Communicating to potential users in an appropriate manner and giving them
GSRǻHIRGIMRXLIEPIVXQIGLERMWQ
ï Challenge: Ensuring that the alert mechanism is easy for all company stakeholders to use
and if necessary adding other mechanisms to complete it.
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III. CONTENTS OF THE VIGILANCE PLAN

FOCUS ON OVERALL MEASURES FOR MONITORING THE PLAN
Summary:
Ĕ Aside from reporting procedures that make it possible for a company to monitor implementation of
the approach, there is very little reference to the formalisation of systems to monitor and assess the
overall performance of the plan.
Ĕ Some companies explain the systems they are considering, such as:
¤
¤

inclusion in internal control procedures,

¤

inclusion in audit programmes,

¤

monitoring the plan by means of existing global framework agreements.

Comments:
Ĕ
system to monitor and control implementation of the plan makes it possible for the parent company
to direct the approach internally and track progress, as well as to report externally on the operational
implementation of the plan.
Ĕ
approach and justify its choice of priority actions.
ï (LEPPIRKI)IǻRMRKXLIQIGLERMWQWJSVEWWIWWMRKERHQSRMXSVMRKXLIZMKMPERGITPER
to ensure that it is correctly rolled out internally, and reporting on its progress.
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IV. APPROACHES RELATED
TO MANAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONS

ARCHES LIEES AUX FOURNISSEURS
TOGRAPHIE DES RISQUES
RISK MAPPING
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Summary:
Ĕ A vast majority of companies carried out new risk mapping or reviewed procedures for identifying
existing at-risk suppliers within the scope of applying the law on the corporate duty of vigilance.
Ĕ The main criteria used to identify at-risk suppliers have to do with the suppliers’ geographic location
and business activity.
Ĕ Some companies provide the detailed methodologies of these risk mapping exercises and their results
(see examples below).
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IV. APPROACHES RELATED TO MANAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONS

RISK MANAGEMENT
DEMARCHES
LIEES AUX FOURNISSEURS
GESTION DES RISQUES
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Synthèse :
Lestheréponses
s’inscrivent
très
largement
dans
le cadre
des démarches
For
most part,apportées
the responses
fall within the
scope
of existing
responsible
procurement
approaches,
d’achats
responsables existantes, et en particulier :
in
particular:
- demande aux fournisseurs du respect des propres engagements de l’entreprise
¤ Asking suppliers to comply with the company’s own commitments by signing a CSR charter or code
viaoflaconduct;
une charte RSE ou un code de conduite
- Évaluation des fournisseurs, souvent par des prestataires externes spécialisés
¤- Supplier
assessments,
often performed
by specialised
contractors;
Audits des
fournisseurs,
considérés
comme lesindependent
plus à risques
¤

Auditing suppliers considered to pose the greatest risk.

Ĕ
02/07/18

24

Ĕ

and management of at-risk suppliers at subsidiary level.

Comments:
Ĕ Companies have systematised their approaches for identifying and managing supplier-related risk within

ï Challenge related to scope: identifying and analysing risks stemming from:
¤

¤

Procurement at Group level, but also purchases made by the entities, which are not necessarily subject to Group processes;
New suppliers and existing co-contractors.

Ĕ The methods employed and the use of risk criteria “inherent” to the suppliers, such as geographic
to classify risks in terms of their potential impact on persons as opposed to risks for the company itself.
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IV. APPROACHES RELATED TO MANAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONS

RISK MANAGEMENT
Ĕ The large companies impacted by the law have tens of thousands of suppliers. They must, by means

(see examples below).
Ĕ Support and dialogue with suppliers should also be developed so that responses are not given with the
sole aim of “transferring the legal responsibility” of the instructing company to the suppliers, without
any real improvement to the practices of the suppliers themselves. In this regard, sector-wide initiatives
may make it possible for instructing companies and suppliers to act collectively.

ï (LEPPIRKI*RWYVMRKXLEXVMWOMHIRXMǻGEXMSRTVSGIWWIWEVIEWTVIGMWIEWTSWWMFPIMRSVHIVXS
TVMSVMXMWIERHHIǻRIVMWOQEREKIQIRXEGXMSRWERHNYWXMJ]GLSMGIW
ï (LEPPIRKI5VSZMHMRKWTIGMǻGWSPYXMSRWMRPMRI[MXLXLIMHIRXMǻIHGLEPPIRKIWERHEXXLI
appropriate level.
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IV. APPROACHES RELATED TO MANAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONS

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
RESULTS OF THE MAPPING PROCESS

L’ORÉAL
¤

¤

Mapping risks of non-compliance with Group rules, drawing on international standards for the protection
of human rights based on the country’s vulnerability (Maplecroft index) and the suppliers’ business sector.
The results of the risk mapping are used to prepare an audit trigger template, which is set out in the
registration document.

CAPGEMINI
¤

Country-based risk assessment (external indicators).

¤
¤

Prioritisation of high-risk and strong value categories in terms of recorded expenditure.

¤

Results: three countries (China, Guatemala and India) and three purchase categories (travel, subcontracting,

KERING
Risk mapping methodology
¤

Mapping risks inherent to the distribution chain:
Õ

Õ

Gathering data and information regarding the procurement of all raw materials required for the
manufacture of luxury items (including agricultural, mining and other extraction methods);
Assessing the potential risks for each raw material, with consideration given to each processing
stage within the supply chain;

Õ

¤
¤

Mapping residual risks (combining ratings related to inherent risks and risk reduction tools): identifying
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IV. APPROACHES RELATED TO MANAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONS

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
RESULTS OF THE MAPPING PROCESS
ERAMET
Risk mapping methodology
¤

Rating CSR risk for each category of supplier and subcontractor activity.

¤
¤

Identifying seven key procurement categories for the Group that present CSR risks:
Õ

Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products;

Õ

Õ

Õ

Recovery of materials (treatment of waste consisting of secondary raw materials, recovery by
sorting of materials from non-toxic waste);

Õ

Wholesale trade of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and by-products;

Õ

Wholesale trade of metals and minerals;

Õ

Coal and lignite mining.

LAGARDÈRE
Risk mapping methodology
¤

¤
¤

¤

¤

Listing and centralising key data for each major procurement family or category (aggregate expenditure
and number of suppliers).
Rating CSR risk for each procurement category.
Weighting CSR risk against an internal risk related to the strategic characteristics of certain purchases
for the company.
Identifying seven procurement families: (i) printing operations and related services; (ii) pulp manufacturing; (iii) wholesale trade of accessories and household goods; (iv) own-brand products sold in stores;
(v) disposable items for the restaurant trade; (vi) energy supply (electricity, gas, steam, air conditioning);
(vii) production of plastic products.
Prioritising actions based on country risk.
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IV. APPROACHES RELATED TO MANAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONS

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
RESULTS OF THE MAPPING PROCESS
CASINO
Risk mapping methodology
Weighting the following criteria (in descending order) related to the type of compounds in the products:

¤

Õ

Number of compounds present in the products purchased from the supplier and risk level for each
compound (with respect to 12 CSR criteria);

Õ

Country of supply and its risk level as regards the product and any compounds it may contain;

Õ

Volume of product purchased (increasing the likelihood of risk);

Õ

Number of suppliers per product category (complexity of upstream supply chain controls due to
the number and size of suppliers).

Identifying the following product categories as being the most at-risk: products containing palm oil,
products related to cattle breeding in Brazil, textile products.

¤

Mapping presented to a specialised external organisation/employee representative bodies in 2018.

¤

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC SUPPLY ISSUES
In addition to the overall approach for managing supplier-related risk, some companies provided in-depth
information about their responses on certain supply issues:
¤
¤



¤



¤
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

LES DEMARCHES LIEES AUX DROITS HUMAINS
CARTOGRAPHIES
DES RISQUES
RISK MAPPING
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Below
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

RISK MAPPING
Summary:
Ĕ Approximately one third of companies say that they reviewed processes for identifying human rights
challenges connected with their internal activities in 2017 or have implemented a new process.
Ĕ
primary challenges are the fundamental rights of employees (prohibition of forced and child labour,
trade union freedom and non-discrimination) and to a lesser degree the impacts on local communities.
Ĕ Not many companies describe the method used to identify their priority human rights challenges.
Where they do, the methods are based primarily on analyses of the country and the company’s various
activities/sites (see examples below).

Comments:
Ĕ There are very few references to new actions to identify human rights-related risks. The main human

concerned by this challenge.
Ĕ
be reviewed regularly because human rights challenges change over time. Furthermore, given their

as precisely as possible, in order to prioritise them and implement tailored risk management actions.
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

LES
DEMARCHES LIEES AUX DROITS HUMAINS
RISK MANAGEMENT
GESTION DES RISQUES
typologies of responses mentioned
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Ĕ The risk management solutions developed by companies are often global, group-wide policies (HR,

Ĕ
assessing subsidiaries and projects through the prism of human rights, due diligence for partners or
customers (banking sector), tailored actions with respect to a particular issue (forced labour in particular)
(see example below).

Comments:

factors such as geographic location, sites and so on. In the plan’s roll-out phase, it may be helpful to conduct
the overall mapping process within the subsidiaries in order to manage challenges at the operational level.
Ĕ Training and raising employee awareness about human rights challenges also allows the company to
identify any situations posing a human rights risk in order to provide an appropriate response.
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

RISK MANAGEMENT
Comments:
Ĕ
focus its actions on the activities involving risk. Integrating human rights-related analysis criteria into

ï (LEPPIRKI*RWYVMRKXLEXVMWOMHIRXMǻGEXMSRTVSGIWWIWEVIEWTVIGMWIEWTSWWMFPIMRSVHIVXS
TVMSVMXMWIERHHIǻRIVMWOQEREKIQIRXEGXMSRWERHNYWXMJ]GLSMGIW
ï Challenge: Deploying risk mapping as close to the ground as possible to ensure that the
issues, which are by nature operational, are fully taken into account.
ï (LEPPIRKI5VSZMHMRKWTIGMǻGWSPYXMSRWMRPMRI[MXLXLIMHIRXMǻIHGLEPPIRKIWERHEXXLI
appropriate level.
ï Challenge: Identifying the risks and assessing them on a regular basis as regards the company’s
existing business activities/incorporating risk analysis for new business activities as early
as possible.
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
RISK MAPPING
METHODS AND RESULTS
SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE
Mapping exercise in two distinct stages (same method for activities and procurement):
¤

Mapping theoretical risks:
Õ

Identifying procurement sectors or categories involving human rights risks

Õ

Ranking risk according to its potential “severity” (seriousness, scope, likelihood of occurrence*)

Õ

¤

purchased or sold).

* Method for assessing severity in compliance with international standards.

L’ORÉAL
¤

¤

Mapping risks of non-compliance with Group rules, based on international standards for the protection
of human rights according to the type of activity (administrative, manufacturing, storage, etc.) and,

Audits triggered for sites considered at risk regardless of the country: factories and dispatching centres.

SAINT GOBAIN
¤

¤

¤

Mapping risks according to the type of risks related to the Group’s activities and the countries in which
the Group is located (Danish Institute methods).
Details in the registration document of countries/regions at risk and therefore the relevant general
delegates.
Risk assessment questionnaire sent to these general delegates to identify residual risks and establish
an action plan.
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
RISK MAPPING
METHODS AND RESULTS
BIC
¤

Identifying types of risks using a combination of approaches, i.e., geographic (country-related risks
to the sector):
Õ

Group factories: geographic and operational approaches;

Õ

Õ

Subcontractors: geographic and operational approaches;

Õ

Raw materials suppliers: geographic and operational approaches;

Õ

Transport providers: geographic and sector-based approaches;

Õ

Other service providers: geographic approach.

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
TARGETED RESPONSES (CHALLENGE OR PROCESS)
SANOFI
¤

approaches at the operational level by the entities. The Group’s internal control mechanism covers
monitoring of the approaches.

VINCI
¤

the activities and geographic locations (mapping of country risk, thematic in-house working groups,
operational responses at the level of certain countries, participation in sector-based initiatives).

MICHELIN
¤

using the Maplecroft tool.
¤

Human rights impact studies for the new industrial construction project.
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES
TARGETED RESPONSES (CHALLENGE OR PROCESS)
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
¤

international working groups focusing on the challenge (within the context of the Responsible Business
Alliance) and sharing of tools and joint actions (training, review of employment agencies, etc.).
¤

Reasonable vigilance measures to come, tailored to the Group’s client project activities.

TOTAL
¤

production activities in sensitive contexts (conducted by the Danish Institute).
¤

¤

Self-assessment of subsidiaries (Danish Institute tool).
Prior impact assessments for industrial projects, share acquisition or equity investment transactions that
could impact stakeholders.

ENGIE
¤

regards human rights (existing activities and new projects).
¤

Local grievance mechanisms.

¤

Due diligences for business partners.

¤

Yearly monitoring of the roll-out of operational processes through the annual compliance report.
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OCUS SUR L’ENVIRONNEMENT
ARTOGRAPHIE
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES

RISK MAPPING
The level of detail about risk provided by the companies varies:
Ĕ Companies in the energy/water/raw materials sector describe environmental risks in connection to
their activity and appear to have understood the scope of the challenges. Management of resources,
In its report, Total refers to: “risks for the environment resulting from a major industrial incident”; “risks relating
ƒŇƐŇĞĮƐŇŹƐď±žƐĀƐåĮÚžŶƅƐŴŹĞžīžƐŹåĮ±ƒĞĻďƐƒĚåƐĮĞüåƐÏǅÏĮåƐŇüƐķ±Ļƣü±ÏƒƣŹåÚƐŤŹŇÚƣÏƒžƐ±žƐƾåĮĮƐ±žƐƒŇƐžƣÆžƒ±ĻÏåžƐ±ĻÚƐŹ±ƾƐ
materials used”, etc.
Ĕ The maturity of the approaches is linked to sector-based challenges, although disparities may be
found. Six out of 15 companies in the manufacturing industry do not mention environmental risks in
their vigilance plans.
Ĕ Similarly, companies in the transport sector do not specify the environmental risks inherent to their
activity in their vigilance plan.
Ĕ Certain tertiary sector companies mention environmental risks in their mapping but also add that they
consider such risks generated by their activities to be limited. Among companies in the banking, media
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES

FOCUS SUR L’ENVIRONNEMENT

RISK MAPPING
ENJEUX
ENVIRONNEMENTAUX IDENTIFIES - SECTEURS
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risks by sector
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&REREP]WMWSJMHIRXMǻIHIRZMVSRQIRXEPVMWOW[EWTIVJSVQIHF]GSQTERMIW SYXSJ[LMGLTVSZMHIH
WTIGMǻGHIXEMPWEFSYXXLIWIVMWOWEWTEVXSJXLIMVQETTMRKTVSGIWW
Across all sectors, the 5 main environmental risks mapped are:
Ĕ Soil, air and water pollution;
Ĕ Threats to biodiversity;
Ĕ Waste management.

These risks are often reported in aggregate.
It should be noted that even though most companies have made a commitment to preserve the climate, it
does not appear at the top of their list of risks. Many businesses consider it to be a more remote, general risk.
By contrast, biodiversity is mentioned several times in the risk assessments, although it is nearly always
missing from the action plans.
characteristics of their sector or value chain:
Ĕ Animal welfare: food and healthcare sector;
Ĕ Industrial accidents: energy/water/raw materials and manufacturing sectors;
Ĕ Ecological footprint in the building industry;
Ĕ Deforestation.
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES

FOCUS
SUR
L’ENVIRONNEMENT
MEASURES IDENTIFIED
#8MITIGATION
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MESURES D’ATTÉNUATION IDENTIFIÉES

Description
of existing mitigation measures
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risks in their mapping.
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 of them outline general CSR measures.
Ĕ Among
the companies
that refer to mitigation measures, half
¤ Analysis of the accuracy of mitigation measures, carried out among 36 companies that referred to

•
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-8#857%8#29#"#8 :328#2>-7322#1#290#857% -8#8I92"-86=#0N=97#
EXAMPLES OF MITIGATION
MEASURES
39%8"#1#8=7#850=8+030#8I
#"#81#8=7#8+%2%70-89#8L=@
8#8"%>#0355#29"#8
:328"#+#8:32"#87-86=#8#2>-7322#1#29=@
General CSR measures:
Ĕ “Responsible procurement charter” (Groupe La Poste, Unibel).
Ĕ “In-house commitments: Ethics Charter, Sustainable Development Charter for Suppliers, Code of Conduct”.
(EDF)

TIGMǻGIRZMVSRQIRXEPQIEWYVIW
Ĕ “Zero-deforestation palm oil” policy, “the Group joined the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) in
2011”, “signature of the Palm Oil National Agreement in 2017”. (Casino)
Ĕ “A dedicated environmental information system (EraGreen) is rolled out to all industrial and mining sites,
enabling the collection and consolidation of environmental performance indicators”. (Eramet)
Ĕ Ŵ)ÏŇÚåžĞďĻƐŤŹŇĥåÏƒžƐüŇŹƐĞƒžƐƽ±ŹĞŇƣžƐƾĞĻåƐÆŹ±ĻÚžƐŦũũũŧƐƒĚåƐžĞǍåƐŇüƐƒĚåƐĮ±ÆåĮžƐĚ±žƐÆååĻƐŹåÚƣÏåÚƐƒŇƐŤŹĞĻƒƐ±žƐåþƐƐÏĞåĻƒĮǅƐ
as possible and reduce paper waste”. (Pernod Ricard)
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES

FOCUS
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES

MITIGATION MEASURES IDENTIFIED
A sector-based analysis of business lines highlights several trends:
Ĕ
companies in the manufacturing industry.
Ĕ General CSR measures covering all sectors: internal code of conduct, internal audit and sustainable
procurement charter.
Ĕ The divestment of certain assets or suppliers is mainly used by companies in the retail, banking and
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES

CONSISTENCY RISK ANALYSIS AND MEASURES
An analysis of consistency between the inclusion of environmental risks and the level of accuracy
of existing mitigation measures reveals:
Ĕ An apparent correlation between the level of accuracy of risks and the detail given about mitigation
measures in the reports. Thus, 12 out of 53 companies describe in detail both their environmental risks
and their measures, which demonstrates a consistent strategy.
Ĕ Overly succinct approaches result in unclear information (eight out of 53 companies mention their
environmental risks without specifying them and describe general CSR measures for risk mitigation).
Ĕ Clarity of information can be improved (two companies do not mention their environmental risks, and
Ĕ The vigilance plan does not always make it possible to determine actual practices in terms of risk

PERFORMANCE MONITORING
Only 14% of companies under review say they have incorporated environmental indicators into their
performance monitoring system for the vigilance plan.

*\EQTPIWSJWTIGMǻGMRHMGEXSVW
Ĕ

“the Michelin Environmental
Footprint (MEF), which is based on six criteria: energy consumption, water consumption, VOC emissions,
kƞƐåķĞžžĞŇĻžØƐ±ĻÚƐŭƣ±ĻƒĞƒĞåžƐŇüƐƾ±žƒåƐŤŹŇÚƣÏåÚƐ±ĻÚƐƾ±žƒåƐĮ±ĻÚĀƐĮĮåÚŶ.

Ĕ Casino : “Use of Yale and Columbia Universities’ Environmental Performance Index (EPI)”.
Ĕ Groupe BPCE : “Assessment of the vigilance plan using an indicator of the number of consultations
incorporating CSR assessment of suppliers/total number of targeted consultations”.
To assess their vigilance plan, most companies used impact measures: both general CSR and existing
QIEWYVIW
the vigilance plan.
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ANNEX

LIST OF COMPANIES THAT PUBLISHED
THEIR REGISTRATION DOCUMENTS
ON 13 APRIL 2018
GPEWWMǻIHF]HEXISJHITSWMXSJHSGYQIRXWEXXLI&2+

Bonduelle

Pernod Ricard

BNP Paribas

Attos

Vinci

HSBC

Air Liquide

Société Générale

Michelin

Plastic Omnium

Danone

L’oréal

Veolia

Vivendi

EDF

La Poste

Schneider Electric

Total

Saint Gobain

AXA

Ymeris

Tarkett

Vallourec

Bouygues

Dassault

BIC

Altran Technologies

Crédit Agricole SA

LVMH

CapGemini

IPSOS

Natixis

Bureau Veritas

Essilor

Valeo

Engie

Kering

LISI

Eramet

BPCE

PSA

Unibel

Arkema

SEB

Safran

Accorhotels

Air France

Thales

Nexans

Fnac Darty

Lagardère

Rexel

Renault

Orange
Nexity

Casino

ADP

Legrand

Suez

Hermès International

Iliad

Elis
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THE AUTHORS OF THE STUDY
This study was written by Charlotte Michon for EDH and
Sophie Berne and Sylvain Boucherand for B&L Evolution.

EDH PRESENTATION

[[[IHLSVK

Entreprises pour les droits de l’Homme (Businesses for human rights) provides a forum for discussion,
initiatives and proposals by international businesses to promote improved integration of human rights into
business policies and practices. EDH currently brings together 17 major French companies, representing
more than 2.5 million employees in around 100 countries.
The goal of EDH is to improve the way in which businesses understand and take into account the human
rights challenges faced by member companies in their business activities, in particular by implementing
the recommendations of the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.
Today the association is focused on helping its members to implement their human rights vigilance approach
through continuous progress and improving practices: sharing experiences and good practices, developing
tools and training in particular.
EDH is the only French trade association specialising in human rights. It is an alternate member of the CSR
platform and plays an active role in debates in France and abroad on companies’ responsibility to respect
human rights.

B&L ÉVOLUTION PRESENTATION

[[[FPIZSPYXMSRGSQ

For more than six years now, both large and small companies have been turning to us for support in their
UYIWXJSVWYWXEMREFPIPSRKXIVQKVS[XL4YVGSRWYPXMRKǻVQ[SVOWLERHMRLERH[MXLXLIWIGSQTERMIW
to develop innovation and value creation strategies, and Corporate Social Responsibility, Energy and
Biodiversity approaches using our tailor-made methods.
In particular we help business leaders, general management and sustainable development departments to:
¤

¤

Identify economic, social and environmental challenges (CSR diagnostic review, materiality analysis,
duty of vigilance) and instigate mapping and dialogue with stakeholders;
Build their CSR strategy and reporting and create a products/services innovation approach as we move
towards new sustainable economic models;

¤

economy, biodiversity approach, on-the-ground involvement, circular economy, training, etc.);
¤

Ensure community involvement and contribution to reaching the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs);

¤

Produce studies, benchmarks and sector-based analyses.
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CONTACTS

¤

edh

¤

B&L évolution

Charlotte Michon

Sylvain Boucherand
CEO, co-founder

charlottemichon@e-dh.org

sylvain@bl-evolution.com

+33 1 44 22 44 23

+33 7 63 63 25 89

www.e-dh.org

[[[FPIZSPYXMSRGSQ

Ő @entpourlesdh

Ő @bl_evolution
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